RPM Adapter (suitable for DYNertia3)

RPM Adapter

The DTec ‘RPM adapter’ is designed to turn signals from many different sources into compatible signals for connecting
to digital devices, such as DYNertia’s ‘RPM Adapter’ input (DYNertia3 uses this input to provide an optional second
RPM source).
Some of the sources 'RPM Adapter' can be connected toIgnition leads, by simply placing a sensing wire alongside the spark plug lead, wrapping around the lead or using
a clamp type ‘pick up’
Ignition coil, switched terminals on inductive or CDI systems ('primary' coil voltage)
VR sensors (also known as ‘inductive’ sensors) that generate an AC voltage (like most ABS wheel speed
sensors)
'Drive' signals to ignition modules/igniters or many ‘coil on plug’ systems that use an inbuilt transistor. Even
many digital sensor signals e.g. cam sensors.
Injector switching wires
It can even process 'odd fire' inputs like on many V-twins (unevenly spaced firing intervals)

There is a Hi voltage input (up to 600V) and a Low voltage input (up to 120V). The low voltage input provides good
sensitivity for VR sensors and digital coil drive signals, the high voltage is designed for direct connection to the coils
switching circuit (coil primary, not secondary spark plug voltage!)
The unit’s output terminals are basically an electronic switch (transistor) that pulse closed upon an input signal. This
internal ‘switching’ circuit is fully isolated (optical isolation) from the inputs and power supply; this gives protection to
DYNertia3 or any other device using it as a signal source.
'RPM adapter' is microprocessor controlled and even has adjustable output pulse times, filtering and a self test mode.
The self test mode operates by generating a series of output pulses for approximately 2 seconds after power is applied.
The duration of the pulses and the space between them is determined by the mode settings (discussed later)
Inputs have been designed to be as rugged as possible to allow for a ‘try and see’ approach. When probing an unknown
system use the Hi voltage input first and watch DYNertia's tacho display for a suitable reading. Just do not allow spark
plug firing voltage to enter the unit, this is potentially tens of thousands of volts and will cause damage.
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RPM Adapter (suitable for DYNertia3)
Connecting ‘RPM adapter’ to DYNertia3’s “RPM Adapt.” input –
‘RPM Adapter’ input is for a secondary rpm input (main rpm input is via provided sensor) and requires switching (pulsing)
to ground so DYNertia3 can determine the rpm.
It cannot be directly connected to an ignition system due to the high voltages involved. This ‘rpm adapter’ must be used
to turn any high voltages or analogue voltages from a VR sensor (like an ABS wheel speed sensor) into suitable pulses.

NOTE: As shown, you can use a separate power supply source for ‘RPM adapter’ unit to avoid
interference issues by keeping ‘RPM adapter’ completely isolated from other equipment!

Basic overview of the terminals on the ‘RPM adapter’ –

RPM adapter does not send out a voltage pulse, it is a switching
device. If not connected to DYNertia3 you must connect a ground and
‘pull-up’ resistor as shown, then you can measure a pulse output on
the “sig” terminal as the switch opens and closes. The switching
current should be limited to < 40mA, we suggest a 10K ohm pull-up
resistor.

We have provided a sample of a common 6.35mm audio stereo jack and socket. This is
a suggestion if you are incorporating ‘RPM adapter’ into a design and wish to make up a
collection of harnesses for connecting to different RPM input sources. You can wire the
0V, Lo & Hi terminals into the socket and then make plug-in harnesses for connection to
spark plug leads (a ‘clamp’ perhaps), direct coil connection (alligator clips perhaps) etc.
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RPM Adapter (suitable for DYNertia3)
Connections to suit spark plug wire sensing
Adjusting the sensing wires length along the spark plug lead can increase the sensitivity if not reliably triggering.

Connections to suit coil ‘switching’ signals

Connections to suit coil ‘drive’ signals

Connections to suit ‘VR’ (inductive) sensors
We suggest an inexpensive ABS wheel speed sensor be used and triggered by a rotating engine component (e.g. a bolt
head) as this may prove much more convenient than connecting to the wide variety of ignition systems in use.
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RPM Adapter (suitable for DYNertia3)

Mode settings (default is normally all that’s required) –
The 10 pin terminal is provided to allow the filter times to be altered and for the adapter to enter ‘odd fire’ mode if
required. It also has 2 unused terminals for future use. To alter settings disconnect the power, move the ‘bridge’
connector and re-connect the power.

Shown here is the default setting that produces a 1ms (millisecond, 1/1000 second) output pulse when
an input is received.

‘RPM adapter’ has a microprocessor controlled filter circuit to eliminate ‘false’ triggering from many noisy electrical
sources such as found in the ignition system. When an input signal is received the output is triggered for a certain time
period, there is also an additional ‘stand off’ time period added that prevents re-triggering too soon. The ‘Stand off’ time
matches the pulse output time e.g. if a 1ms pulse is sent out there will be a further 1ms delay (therefore 2ms in total
before re-triggering).
Setting too long a filter time will reduce the maximum rpm that can be detected. The default of 1ms allows 30,000 pulses
per minute to be input!
The table below shows the output pulse time periods selected by different mode settings:

If the output causes the tacho to occasionally jump hi then increasing this time delay may help. First try altering the
sensing wires length along the spark plug lead; if applicable (you can try coiling around it or preferably folding it along
the lead to increase the amount of wire parallel to the lead).

‘Odd fire’ modeFor odd fire applications such as many V-twins, you can bridge the top 2 pins (shown here in pink) and this will tell the
adapter to intelligently process the inputs and produce only 1 output despite there being 2 unevenly spaced inputs.

This mode will produce an output that is half of the input frequency so this may need considering when calibrating the
tacho settings (i.e. double the ‘pulse per rev’ hardware setting in the Dynertia3 software).
Odd fire mode can also be used for some CDI coil switching inputs. There are certain design CDI magneto’s that will
generate 2 pulses and these are too far apart to filter with a long time delay (as max rpm would be reduced excessively).
Odd fire mode may allow this input to work acceptably if it is not possible to get a signal from the spark plug lead.
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